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THE PRESIDENTS CORNER

KD2DNO
I'm back from a 5 week trip that included a cruise from NYC to LA through the Panama
Canal via the Caribbean, South America, Central America, and Mexico. I then visited friends
in LA, a week in Kansas City with my best buddy from college, and New Orleans for lots of
great food and music. I met several Ham's among the way.
I tried to catch up during some of the NETs via Echolink but I kept messing up the different
time zones.
Drumlins is currently seeking a new lead VE tester. We are unable to offer every other
monthly testing until we have a new lead, so SIARC will handle all the testing on their
normal every other month schedule. Please contact me if you are interested in being a lead
tester.
Spring week soon be here and we have a number of activities to prepare for. We need to
get our new trailer fixed up and ready to go for our activities. I'd also like to start some
public outings to spread word about Amateur Radio and Drumlins. Russ Harris is setting up
a Technician level class for several weeks to attract new Hams. We will also have our usual
community activities along with two GINNA drills. I hope you will consider lending a helping
hand to at least one or more of these activities. Check out the Club calendar on our website
www.drumlinsarc.us or our Facebook page for upcoming activities.
73 and welcome to Drumlins 2019! Bill

RACES-ARES FEBRUARY 2019
Well, as I type, it is the week of Valentine's Day and the weather is different. Hi. Anyone
who doesn't believe in global warming doesn't understand the concept that the usual
climate patterns we see on the average are changing. Hasn't the weather been goofier
than you-know-what?
Goofy! The biggest snow fall this winter season in February, a warm January, lots of high
winds-shades of my Shemya; freezing rain and ice and now how about that Arctic Vortex
again. As I am typing we have had snow, sleet, freezing rain, wind and snow once again
just in two days. I am watching the snow out the window and one time looking out I see the
snow going in one direction and a few minutes late it is going in the 180 degree opposite
direction. Hi. You know my thoughts on freezing rain, shivers go down my spine! The news
that 2018 was the 4th warmest year in history with the five warmest years in the last 5
years!
The conclusion is these weather swings will happen more often. More oddities of too hot,
too cold, too wet, too windy, fires, floods, tornadoes, hurricanes, etc., etc., etc. Look how
many times we have seen state governors, including own state governor, warning of the
impending weather situation to alert the public early to keep them safe. The XYL and I
were watching the CBS news “Sunday Morning” show on channel 8 from 9:00-10:30AM. (It
is a great program and I recommend its uplifting content. Give it a try some Sunday.) In
this one program they had a cute section on waffle houses. Yes-I said waffle house! The
program said, “A Waffle House prides itself on being a comfort when things are anything
but wonderful.” That waffle houses have even stayed open during hurricanes. Than to our
surprise the program states: “FEMA has a Waffle House Index. If the storm is severe
enough to shut down a Waffle House the government knows the area has been hit hard.”
(Please, look at the TV screen picture taken!)This is no joke!

Of course, when all these things happen EMO and EOC centers will need to be manned.
You know what that means, RACES would not be far behind if the need arises. If you are a
RACES side-liner , in this new year, I will again encourage you to check into a Sunday night
WARECS net to familiarize yourself with net protocol and messaging. Compared to the total
DARC membership, there are only about 20-22 members who participate on a regular
basis. The stats given last month of course will be higher because of the different modes of
communications can be used for credit. For those that think they are of no use to help, you
are wrong. As long as you have a “ticket,” can push in a PTT, and speak you are a help!
Most likely if RACES is needed, no one 'op' would be alone to operate. Like all hams we
have always been very diverse in what will titillate our interest in this avocation of ours. But
everyone knows the bottom basic of communication of 2m FM. Although we have seen and
are seeing advances in communications modes, speech is still the basic mode to
communicate. So don't be afraid you do not do digital modes. Talk and words and speech
are enough. RACES cannot get by with just 20-22 ops and working in pairs is easier. Added
number of DARC members available to assist would be helpful. Nets are not just for training
only, but a way to check our equipment and see it is working properly. This goes for using
even our 745 club and the 685 EMO repeaters. Even checking into the Drumlins Net on
Tuesday evenings at 7:00PM on the 745 repeater is encouraged.

This is a very informal net with a very loose protocol more for gift-y gab, maybe a subject to
talk about and/or the weather. And you are still checking your equipment. Just checking to
either of the WARECS or Drumlins Net even on occasion would be nice.
Another helpful and super useful thing would be to get an EMO RACES badge. These days
you go right up to George Bastedo's office and see Abby Wahl at the her secretary desk.
(More like 'chief bottle-washer' would be more accurate. Let's face reality. Hi.) All the picture
taking and info is now done right at George's office. It makes it much easier and more
efficient. You will be able to enter easier to help wherever RACES may be needed in an
event. Make it easy on yourself.
The KB2KBY-1 packet for RACES messaging is working great! N2IZV, Rus, would like to see
if the FlexNet system could be used for reporting county status reports for MARS COMEXs.
I've contacted Al, K2MPE; and, Bob, K2JJT, our packet gurus, for some info on that
possibility. As I have mentioned on the DARC Google emails, packet rogers are out
numbering the checkins on the Sunday night nets. It is convenient as a packet-teer can roger
on his won time. My use of TelNet for the packet connection successfully would mean
anyone who has computer and internet could roger WARECS nets send reports to my
KB2KBY-1.
Okay, I guess that is enough for this month and enough for you to read and digest. Thanks to
Lew for doing the newsletter and you for taking time to read it. See you next month.
88 & 73, Dave KB2KBY

EVERY TUESDAY 7PM.DARC NET on 146.745 (pl 71.9)
repeater. Friendly rag chew and weather reporting.
EVERY SUNDAY 8:35 pm. WAREC RACES NET 146.685
EVERY SUNDAY 8pm SIARC NET 145.450

Russell Harris and Walter Dutcher are putting together A Technician Class at the Newark
library each Saturday in March from 10am-12 noon. Are there a few Drumlins who could
help? I'm going to try and make most of not all classes and it would be great to have a
few other members join in. Give Russ a hollar at rcharris@msn.com if you can offer a
Sat or two in March to help out.
Thanks, Bill KD2DNO

NOTES:
1). If winter weather requires cancelation of a meeting, the afternoon of the
meeting we will make announcements via Facebook, Twitter and our
Drumlins website. We will also make intermittent announcements on 146.685
and possibly on 146.745.
2). The Board has decided to meet only every other month unless there is a
need to conduct business. We will not have A December Board meeting, and
starting in January the Board will meet every other month on the Monday of
the week preceeding the Club Wednesday meeting. Contact any member of
the Board for more information or if you have business the Board needs to
consider.

3). Starting probably with the February club meeting, we will be meeting at the
EMO but on the second floor in the large Command Center room (where the
Radio Shack is located). There will be construction requiring the County to use
the first floor meeting room for offices for about one year. The downstairs door
will be unlocked until 8pm. If you come late (after 8pm)you may not be able to
get in the building.
4) The Radio Shack has been reorganized with new shelving and our new
amplifier, Auto tuner and power supply. Remember, anyone removing any
equipment for any reason must sign it out and sign back in using the clipboard
on the storage cabinet.

The following article is courtesy of the American Radio Relay League. Reprinted with permission from QST March 2019.

Soldering Surface-Mount
Devices
Dino Papas, KLØS
You can successfully build ham radio
projects that use surface-mount
devices (SMDs) with proper circuit
board preparation and the right tools.
My wife, Toby, KLØSS, and I won a
banquet prize of two kits that were
donated by Kanga Products, a supplier of do-it-yourself projects. One
was a 30-meter CW low-power transceiver, and the other an SMD 50 W
dummy load capable of dissipating
up to 5 W. I thought the dummy load
kit was a great candidate to install in
my restored Heathkit HW-8 lowpower transceiver as an internal load
for transmitter tuning before connecting to an antenna.
The load consists of 40 parallelconnected 2 kW resistors, creating a
50 W load. The final measured resistance for my completed load is
50.09 W. A small additional diode
detector circuit allows you to measure the rms voltage across the load
so you can calculate the applied
power. Figure 1 shows the first row
of resistors installed at the top of the
board, along with 10 SMD resistors
shown above the board. All that
is left is assembly.

Tools
I have done SMD work before, so
I looked forward to this challenge.
Solder flux is one of the keys to any
soldering job, and more so with SMD
components. Flux comes in either a
liquid or paste form, but liquid flux
has a much longer shelf life. Another
key tool is a good pair of tweezers
with very sharp points for moving the
parts around.
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How to solder SMD components
using a pair of soldering irons.

A big challenge to working with SMD
parts is being able to see what you’re
doing with the small parts. I use the
Carson Pro “Magnivisor Deluxe”
Model CP-60 (see the lead image)
that I bought for less than $30 on
amazon.com. The unit has four
interchangeable magnifying lenses
— 1.5×, 2×, 2.5×, and 3× — and
includes a very bright, adjustable
LED lamp attached to the headband.
You can wear your eyeglasses while
you’re using it and the visor allows
you to flip the lens up out of the way
when you’re not actually soldering.

Placing Parts and Soldering
Everyone has their favorite method
of getting the SMD parts into place
and holding them there while
soldering the parts to the board.
What I do is dab a bit of liquid flux
onto the board solder pads, add
just a hint of solder to one pad, and
then use my tweezers to move the
part into place. Once I’m satisfied
with the orientation, I use a sharp
pick tool to hold the component down
and temporarily tack-solder that pin
to the pad on the board to which I’d
added solder. Then, I remove the
pick and solder the other pin.

Figure 3 — The Mini Iron pencil tip (right) is
preferred over a flat, wide soldering station
tip (left). [Paul Cianciolo, W1VLF, photo]

Figure 1 — The first row of resistors are installed at the top of the
board. Another 10 SMD resistors are shown above the board.
[Dino Papas, KLØS, photo]

another, and because I have a
soldering iron with a suitable tip,
I decided it was quicker to do the
project this way than it would be
using my hot-air rework station for
soldering.
Don’t let projects with SMD parts
scare you away. With a little practice,
you can build some really cool ham
radio projects.

Figure 2 — The Weller model WM120 Mini Iron is on the left, and the model
WES51 soldering station is on the right. [Dino Papas, KLØS, photo]

Afterwards, I return to the first pin
and re-solder the connection.
For general soldering, I use a Weller
WES51 soldering station (on the right
in Figure 2), but even the smallest tip
available for that iron can make it
tough to solder SMD-size connections correctly without creating solder
bridges. For really fine work, I like to

use my smaller Weller model WM120
Mini Iron (on the left in Figure 2),
which has a very fine tip. You can see
similar tips compared in Figure 3.

Amateur Extra-class licensee and ARRL
Life Member Dino Papas, KLØS, has
been an Amateur Radio operator for almost 50 years. He holds a BSEE degree
from the University of California at Davis
and a Master’s in engineering management from George Washington University.
Dino retired as a colonel after 26 years
of active duty in the US Army. He now resides with his wife Toby, KLØSS, a retired
Army lieutenant colonel and ARRL Life
Member, in Williamsburg, Virginia. He is
president of the Williamsburg Area Amateur Radio Club. Dino and Toby host the
club’s Builders Group, a regular meeting
of hams to homebrew together that was
described in “Ham Radio Makerspace” in
the February 2015 issue of QST. You can
contact Dino at kl0s@arrl.net.

For updates to this article,
see the QST Feedback page at
www.arrl.org/feedback.

Keeping the soldering iron tip clean
and properly tinned goes a long way
to making good solder connections.
With the number of resistors in this
project and their proximity to one
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Club Address:
Walter Dutcher W2WDB
144 Berg Rd.
Ontario, NY 14519
Email: drumlinsarc@gmail.com

